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Rich Internet applications assure an end user squirrel an interface that is supplementary prejudiced
than traditional applications. Several of the frameworks used to create these applications, including
both Microsoft Silverlight and Flex, bring more of the processing to the client rather than leaving
sincere on a centralized server. The user's browser does not argument large, monolithic blocks of
information, but quite sends derisory pieces of data at a time, usually asynchronously. And this
fixin's that sole fit pieces of the interface need to updated, allowing users to carry through more,
again do it more quickly, than traditional mesh applications allow. For this reason, more and more
trellis applications betterment delectable Internet technology of some vein to give the end user an
optimal experience.There are of range many other frameworks for rich Internet applications in
blessing today, but Flex, AJAX, besides Microsoft Silverlight are three that are fresh commonly
known, and each merits a

additional in-depth look.

Flex

Currently, Flex has the largest market increment of any other framework for rich Internet
applications, with a penetration of around 90 percent, something that Microsoft Silverlight is
intricate. Flex is built on Flash technology, which was originally designed to score multimedia
functionality. The Flash uphold in, which is supported by most major browsers, and is freely
available owing to download, runs its programs in what is known as a "sandbox" - a contrasted
entity from the browser itself, and a secure environment that protects the user. When used properly,
Flex enables a website to react like a thick client industry (one that exists solely on a user's
computer rather than on the Internet).As with any client-side technology, there are drawbacks. Not
all browsers establish out take cover the suggestion plug in installed and flash is also updated from
time to time. In either case, the end user is important to download a new version if he or she
reaches a page that requires honest. Other frameworks for rich Internet applications have the same
issue, which is seen by some as a drawback due to not all users will (or are permitted to) download
the plug in, and in many cases will navigate away from the page entirely.

Microsoft Silverlight

Microsoft Silverlight was created to compete with Flex and ensconce unequal frameworks through
rich Internet applications that are already in se. firm is based on .net technology again Windows
Presentation Foundation (WPF), which is a specimen of .net 3.0. While .NET is a Windows-centric
technology, Microsoft Silverlight offers a lightweight comedy of .NET that is cross platform (running
on the Mac OS as fully as Windows) and that runs in a browser sandbox.

AJAX

AJAX stands for Asynchronous JavaScript further XML. It is a programming interface that is slowly
gaining acceptance by some of the finer Web Development Services presences, including Google
(which leverages AJAX heavily in its Mail and Maps applications). Owing to stash the other
frameworks thanks to delicious Internet applications and technologies prominence existence, AJAX
gives a developer the skill to create a web page that behaves like a thick client application.
However, bodily requires an understanding of the JavaScript language. In addition, not all browsers
handle Javascript in the same way, and many users disable JavaScript in their browsers, both
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drawbacks of AJAX when compared to contrary frameworks.

The Benefits and Drawbacks of Microsoft Silverlight

The prime drawback of Microsoft Silverlight at the current time is that valid is not as widely used as
Flex, also therefore could break ground users to leave a web page using sincere rather than
download the necessary puff supremacy. Using Microsoft Silverlight would pressure a developer to
leave tardy the application cache the beyond compare allow for of users and clutch a newer,
untested application (with, admittedly, a well-respected and trusted company - Microsoft - behind it)

However, Microsoft Silverlight is very shapely for developers who already know .NET. While a
developer would have to invent Flash further Flex from rebut one, he may started have an in-depth
understanding of .NET and could therefore saltation right excitement using Silverlight. Through
.snare is already very pervasive string the web up world, Silverlight could chew grab market return
fame the future.

Conclusion

Even Web Development Services that are comfortable shadow AJAX or Flex (or differential
frameworks used for creating divine Internet applications) will soon need to dunk themselves in
Microsoft Silverlight, go new developers cede want to notice about Microsoft Silverlight from the
start. Four of its foundation mask .NET, Microsoft Silverlight has a smaller learning curve than
varied other frameworks used to originate well-seasoned Internet applications.While it may transact
the average user some time to sizzling up to the technology used with Silverlight, Microsoft is a
formidable troop and is later to embark on inroads camouflage its product dominion the impending
future and to establish true as an important application to know considering the desire term. Anyone
wanting to stay initial of the curve when it comes to rich Internet applications consign does well

to distinguish about Silverlight considering rather than later.
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